Violence

Violence is a big affect here in the United States as it is all around the world. Violence can happen at any time, any place, and in any case. One type of thing that I will talk about is how violence has affected my life and I will also talk about some of the causes of youth violence and can I help prevent violence from happening in my area to not happen. So here we go!

Violence has affected me by words for example they could be saying things to me in a very bad way. This could happen to anybody for many reasons for example that person could have done something to that person which have affected the other person to give for example revenge. Youth violence is also bullying. Bullying can happen in many ways. One is a way of talking bad about something or someone. Another kind of bullying is with hand gestures for example hits with hands, feet, and other things. Another type of violence which is called domestic violence which is when
two couples are angry at each other
and they would start to fight but it
is mostly the male.

So causes of youth violence can
be in extreme case death because
many kids cannot take that hurt
or damage and kill them selves or
the enemies could have already killed
him or her. Also the enemies could have
told that person to not tell any
body or they will do even more damage.
Other causes of youth violence can be
serious trouble because he or she that is
getting hurt can tell the police because
bullying is against the law now